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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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Shortage may
bring added
responsibility
By Karen Kirr
Campus editor
With a teacher shortage already
in progress in the United States and
predicted to reach a crisis state in
2003, education majors may be
faced with added pressures and
responsibilities as they enter into
their career field.
Carol Helwig, professor of early
childhood, elementary and middle
education, said the shortage she
believes may occur could substan-
tiate the workload for many teach-
ers. 
“I think the need (for more
teachers) will happen,” Helwig
said. “This field needs very bright
people who can put in the work.”
As far as Eastern’s education
program goes, it presently cannot
hold additional students who are
interested in majoring in the field.
“No, we cannot serve any more
students than we are serving at this
time,” she said. “We are a very
large program already at this time.”
Besides the normal scholarships
Eastern’s education program
offers, there are no rewards for
committing to a major in the field,
Helwig said.
“School districts will offer these
(scholarships) to hold onto people
who do not have a teaching certifi-
cation, but who are going to get it,
so they will come back and teach
for them after they have been certi-
fied,” Helwig said.
She said the state also distrib-
utes scholarships based on the
careers that are lacking in the num-
ber of teachers they have, such as
special education and speech
pathology.
Eastern and other universities
also will likely be affected by the
shortage.
“Universities are going to have
to encourage their brightest (teach-
ers) to go on for their doctorates,”
Helwig said. 
The starting salaries at Eastern
are not as competitive as the
amount public schools start their
teachers at, Helwig said.
Overall, the educational career
field is a beneficial field to enter
into for those who are willing to
work hard, she said.
Whether the shortage hits a cri-
sis stage in 2003 is a mystery for
now.
“It might happen; however, it
all depends on the circumstances,”
Helwig said.
I think the need (for more
teachers) will happen. This
field needs very bright peo-
ple who can put in the work.
Carol Helwig,
professor of early childhood,
elementary and middle education
“
”
Counseling Center’s evaluation results ‘impressive’
By Karen Kirr
Campus editor
The results of the Counseling
Center’s annual semester evaluation
that were recently released were
quite impressive considering the
center is currently understaffed at
this point in the year, said David
Onestak, the center’s director.
The center, which conducts a
client-based evaluation on its ser-
vices each fall and spring semester,
achieved incredibly positive
results. 
Onestak said they were slightly
better, but not out of the ordinary, in
comparison with years past.
“The majority of our previous
evaluation results have been in the
upper percentages as they were
with this one,” he said. “In a way, I
expected these results because we
usually have consistent ones.”
Onestak said any students who
have ever visited the Counseling
Center obtained the evaluation
forms either by mail, from having a
recent appointment or from the cen-
ter in person. He said these were
distributed near the end of the fall
semester, and students had no
obligation to fill them out.
“We ask a variety of questions
(on the form),” Onestak said. “We
made this semester’s questions a lit-
tle more specific, so we could try
and get a better idea of their experi-
ence with us.”
One of the statistics that stuck
out in Onestak’s mind was the sta-
tistic indicating 99 percent of
Eastern students would recommend
the Counseling Center to their
friends.
“I don’t think most people
would think that percentage of stu-
dents would recommend the center
to their friends,” he said.
Onestak also credited the cen-
ter’s staff, saying with the shortage
of members, the fact that one of the
results stated 97 percent of students
were able to schedule appointments
within a reasonable time period
Atglance
Counseling Center statistics
Hearing all voices
First student forum addresses stereotypes
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
Eric Davidson, assistant director for Health Services, asks a student panel various questions at the student forum
Thursday evening in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. The forum was held so stu-
dents, faculty and community members who attend will get a good insight into the mind of a typical Eastern student.
By Brandon Fountain
Staff writer
Administrators and faculty
ventured a new approach to rec-
ognizing the life of Eastern stu-
dents Thursday in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union during
a student forum. 
The forum allowed student
voices a clear path to faculty
members’ ears for the discussion
of various issues at Eastern.
The forum opened in panel
discussion with Eric Davidson,
assistant director of Health
Services, asking panelists to
stand whenever a question
applied to them.  These first
inquiries, contrived to demon-
strate the diversity between the
panelists, asked such questions
as, ‘How many of you are from
rural areas or are suburban resi-
dents?’
Panelists replied by rising
from their chairs onstage in front
of the administrators, faculty and
student audience. The panelists
were chosen because Davidson
said he wanted to get a diverse
group involved in this event. 
The blueprinting for the
forum started in October after the
Office of Safety’s program held
earlier featured students from
across the state who conferred in
a similar event. Thursday’s talks
were focused on a better under-
Fewer teachers could put additional
pressures on new college grads
n 97  percent of students said they
were able to schedule appoint-
ments quickly
n 100 percent said their coun-
selor understood their concerns
n 100 percent indicated their
counselor seemed skilled 
n 100 percent felt their informa-
tion would be kept confidential
n 70 percent reported counseling
helped them in school.
n 99 percent indicated they would
recommend the Counseling
Center to their friends.
n The Counseling Center sees
over 600 students each year.
n The center provides program-
ming to nearly 6,000 people.
See COUNSELING Page 6A
See FORUM Page 6A
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Vigil to be held Monday
By Jennifer Rigg
Activities editor
Students will walk the distance
from Thomas Hall to the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union,
holding candles and singing.
The Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
is holding a candlelight vigil in
honor of Martin Luther King Jr. at
6:06 p.m. Monday.
The evening will start in the
lobby of Thomas Hall.
Participants will walk with lighted
candles across campus to the
union, singing “We Shall
Overcome,” said George Bunn,
Alpha Phi Alpha adviser. 
This year’s memorial will mark
the 21st year the fraternity has
honored Martin Luther King Jr. 
The keynote speaker for the
evening will be Elmer Pullen,
financial aid adviser. Pullen has
been a financial aid counselor on
Eastern’s campus for 31 years. 
“I was very honored when (the
fraternity) asked me to speak,”
Pullen said. 
The theme of his speech will be
centered on what Martin Luther
King Jr. would think if he were
still alive today. 
Following Pullen’s speech,
there will be a performance by the
Unity Choir. 
A short video on civil rights
called “Eyes on the Prize” will be
shown following the performance.
There also will be a short open
mic session.
“This is to promote unity on
campus and to celebrate a move-
ment that is not finished but a
work in progress,” Burn said. 
Alpha Phi Alpha president
Phillip Thompson said this event
means a great deal to his fraterni-
ty.
“It’s a tradition that has been
on this campus for 21 years,”
Thompson said. “I hope to see
faculty and staff there as well as
students.”
Thompson said the fraternity
will be accepting donations to
help the national chapter of Alpha
Phi Alpha build a monument in
memorial of King in Washington
D.C. 
The U.S. Congress granted the
national chapter of the fraternity
permission to build the monu-
ment.
RHA hears presentation on leadership classes at meeting Thursday
By Jeremy Pelzer
Student government editor
The Residence Hall Association
was introduced to the new chair of
the Student Senate’s housing com-
mittee, heard a presentation about a
leadership training class and dis-
cussed voting on a proposal for a
new computer at its first meeting of
the spring semester Thursday.
Nick Skipitaris, confirmed as
housing committee chair by the
Student Senate Wednesday, told
RHA members his committee was
brainstorming some ideas for the
future, such as extending 24-hour
visitation to all residence halls and
giving resident assistants priority
for class registration. 
The RHA also heard a presenta-
tion from Lt. Jim Miller about a
leadership training class offered by
Eastern’s Reserve Officers
Training Corps.
Miller said the class offers stu-
dents the opportunity to learn lead-
ership and teamwork, two skills
that employers look for.
“You must have these skills, or
you will not get hired,” Miller said.
“Sure, in ROTC we have fun. We
shoot M-16s, but what we’re going
to teach you is these leadership
skills.”
Students can join the class with-
out immediate obligation, Miller
said. 
Students who do take the class
for more than one semester also are
eligible for state scholarships.
In other business, Alison
Mormino, RHA president, said she
would discuss the purchase of a
new computer for the
RHA/National Residence Hall
Honorary office with the NRHH
before submitting the proposal
before the RHA for a vote.
“I’ll talk to the NRHH, then get
back to you guys so we can final-
ize the whole deal,” Mormino said.
n Ed Paschke: Paintings and Prints Exhibition
opening, runs through Feb. 18.  
n 5:15 p.m., Women’s Basketball v. Murray
State, Lantz Gymnasium.
n 7:10 p.m., Men’s Basketball v. Murray State,
Lantz Gymnasium.
forecast
three-day
Foggy38°
33°
Mostly
Cloudy
52°
44°
Rain45°
36°
today
Sunday
Saturday
What’s on
tap?
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
Azabelle Peters, 4, and Frank Peters, 8, slide down a hill located in Lakeside Field near Lantz Gym Thursday afternoon. Their mother Rosebelle Peters,
a senior elementary education major, is currently attending Eastern.
Special events open to all students, faculty, staff and community members can be published in What’s on tap. Events limited to spe-
cific groups or organizations or regularly scheduled events can be published in CampusClips. To have your event included send
details, including time, date, place and cost, to cucds6@pen.eiu.edu or bring a written statement to 1811 Buzzard Hall.
SundaySaturdayToday
This is to promote unity on
campus and to celebrate a
movement that is not fin-
ished but a work in
progress.
George Bunn,
Alpha Phi Alpha adviser
“
”
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These folks just got
done advertising
with the DAILY
EASTERN NEWS...
just look how elated they
are.  Wouldn’t you like to
feel that way?
Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF          GIVE IT A TRY 
New Hours
10:30 a.m. - 12:00 midnight
Now Delivering All Day Everyday
FREE 6” SUB
when you purchase another 6” sub of equal or 
greater value, chips and a 32-oz. fountain drink.
Please present this coupon before ordering. Not valid if altered or
duplicated. Not valid on delivery. One order per coupon. One coupon per customer per visit.
Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not good in combination with any other offer.
Cash value 1/100 of 1¢. Offer expires 2/11/01.
Offer Good at the following location:
430 W. Lincoln  Charleston, IL  345-7827
Daily 7:00
Mon Mat 2:15
Daily 6:45
Mon Mat 2:00
TAKE THE HASSLE OUT OF WAITING
GLASSES IN AN HOUR 
(...OR SO)
Featuring... Discounts for EIU Faculty and Students
¥ 20/20 Plan ¥
Just show EIU I.D. - Call for details
High Quality, Best Value & Fastest Service.
FREE
ADJUST-
MENTS
CROSS COUNTY MALL • MATTOON, IL
PHONE 235-1100
No other
discounts
apply
Dr.
Steve
Lane,
O.D.
$10 off any eye exam or
complete contact package
This Weekend At  
.....
Friday: 4 O’clock club
4-Banger
Get ready for high
octane Rock-n-Roll!
Saturday Nite
$4.50 pitchers (Lite,
Icehouse,MGD)
Playing Creed, Blink 182, 
Pearl Jam, & More
By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor
The Council of Academic Affairs heard a presentation on
the budget for 2002 and passed revisions of the English hon-
ors program and the English foreign language elective.
Lida Wall, interim vice president for academic affairs, pre-
sented the 2002 budget that included a preliminary 5.9 percent
increase and a projected $2.9 million shortfall.
In December, the Illinois Board of Higher Education made
recommendations to the governor and General Assembly that
Eastern receive a 7.2 percent increase in state funding and a
3.2 percent increase in tuition funds. 
In all, the final budget recommendations amount to a $4.5
million, or 5.9 percent, increase over last year’s budget of $76
million.
“We want the IBHE to know that we are appreciative of
that increase,” Wall said.
In a letter to the campus, Eastern President Carol Surles
said, “The majority of these funds are designated for specific
initiatives. As a result, there is relatively little flexibility in the
FY02 budget for us to address several unfunded priorities.”
During the presentation, Wall detailed the unfunded prior-
ities as a state-required match of the faculty salary increase,
annualization (retroactive pay) for faculty union salary agree-
ments in 1999 and 2000, deferred maintenance, restoring the
microcomputer replacement budget and eliminating the net-
work deficit. 
“There are these bills that we have to pay and we have to
find a way to do it. We need to prioritize our units, and we
need to protect things that are central to us while doing so,”
Wall said. 
In reference to the largest of the unfunded priorities, annu-
alization and salary matching costs, CAA member Fern Kory,
English professor, said, “I think that we need to present a uni-
fied front to the IBHE, but everything that we are saying
seems to be pointing fingers at the union.”
“I don’t want to finger point, and I don’t want to blame.
That is not productive. We need to work together on this. It is
a campus-wide problem,” Wall said.
The CAA also passed revisions of the English honors pro-
gram and the English major elective in foreign language.
The changes to the English honors program will give
English honors students the option of taking a 4000 level
English class instead of a 2000 or 3000 level English honors
course to fulfill one of the four requirements of the program. 
“There are not enough options for our honors students in
the 2000 to 3000 level. There are also not enough honors stu-
dents to require adding more honors courses,” Bonnie Irwin,
English honors director, said. 
The English elective in foreign language was changed
from requiring students to take any foreign language course to
taking a foreign language course of 2000 or above. 
Irwin said the revision allows a student of the major and
elective to take foreign language courses but restricts them
from taking elementary language courses (1000 level) which
are usually already taken for the general education require-
ment or in high school.  
“These changes are a result of an external review and self
study of the English department. So, this is not the first time
you will see things from the English department this semes-
ter,” Irwin said.
In other business, Mary Harrington Perry, assistant vice
president for academic affairs, announced that the CAA agen-
da will now be displayed on the academic affairs Web site and
not handed out on paper. 
In addition, all communications and agenda items used in
the meetings are expected to be placed on the Internet in an
attempt to save on paper. 
Changes made to English honors, electives
Come out with care
From the Oct. 25 edition of The
Daily Illini:
Rolling Stone recently published an
article (Oct. 26) profiling a gay
University of Nebraska student living
in the Sigma Nu fraternity. The story
of Ryan Grigsby coming out to six or
seven of his fraternity brothers through
a letter he agonized over for three
weeks was the highlight of the article.
The Daily Nebraskan (the newspaper
of the UniversityNebraska-Lincoln)
followed up with its own story, not
only about the Rolling Stone feature,
but also about his experiences as a gay
man in a fraternity after coming out.
Despite gay jokes being made out-
side of his room and other discourag-
ing actions by individuals in the frater-
nity, Grigsby’s coming out was gener-
ally supported by UNL and Sigma Nu
as a national organization. The support
of both organizations is definitely a
step in the right direction for people
who are openly gay.
It’s also encouraging that a gay man
would be brave enough to out himself
while participating in a fraternity, an
organization that can be defined as
grossly heterosexual. In addition, his
coming out was broadcast in a national
publication. He not only came out to
his fellow fraternity brothers, but also
to the world as a gay man in a fraterni-
ty.
Unfortunately, the support from the
local chapter of his fraternity has been
less than existent. In fact, no one will
talk about it.
The article in question portrayed the
Nebraska chapter of Sigma Nu posi-
tively. Yet they respond to any ques-
tions associated with  Grigsby and the
Rolling Stone article with “no com-
ment.” This is pretty sad, considering
that this is the time that their brother
would need their support the most.
Congratulations to Ryan Grigsby
and all of those and all of those who
are brave enough to be openly gay.
Double congratulations to those who
are openly gay members of the greek
system and to those who support those
people.
Today’s quote
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u a l t 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
The time is always right to do what is right.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
civil rights activist, 1929-1968
Cellular phones haveswept through the livesof the American peo-ple like wildfire.
People use their cell phones for
business, pleasure and emergen-
cies. And although the cell
phone trend is a very popular
thing, the American people need
to know how to use them.
Actually, the American people
I’m referring to are those
between the ages of 14 and 18,
otherwise known as high school students.  
I recently went to a movie with a friend, and as the
movie began, the sound of “The Mexican Hat Dance” rings
throughout the theater. Then I heard someone say “hello,”
and see a girl in her high school jacket run out of the theater,
just long enough to distract a person from the movie, which
everybody paid $8 to see. 
I guess the message before every movie that says to
“please shut off pagers and cell phones” didn’t catch the eye
of some individuals, even though this message has been
flashed on movie screens numerous times since pagers and
cell phones have been in existence.  
Now, I’m not suggesting cell phones are a bad thing,
because I would be a hypocrite. My parents and I have cell
phones, as well as my friends, cousins, uncles and my 80-
year-old aunt, but as older Americans, we know enough not
to have cell phones turned on during a movie.
Also, I’m not suggesting all high school students act like
this, but it just seems as if high school students have become
immature.  
Maybe it’s because I’m 20 and have been out of high
school for three years, or maybe it’s because while my
friend and I were waiting in line before the movie, this high
school girl comes up and cuts us in line. Then about five of
her closest friends join her and we hear her whispering,
“I’m such a rebel, I cut people in line.” Oh, grow up.  
I guess I could have been just
as immature and thrown pop-
corn at her, but I refrained. The
three people behind us even
commented and were disgusted
about these six young people
cutting in line. I had to hold my
friend back from punching their
lights out, and she is such a
quiet person. 
We didn’t want the police to
have to return from earlier that
evening when a high school-
aged male threw popcorn at an old man, and then the old
man rebutted by making threats to him. This just goes to
show how a high school student can act.  I don’t approve of
the older man making threats, but if the popcorn hadn’t been
thrown in the first place, the police wouldn’t have been
needed. 
In addition to the six rude people cutting us in line, four
girls in their high school jackets walked into the movie the-
ater, saw someone they knew, ran to them screaming and
hugging, then ran back to the other group screaming and
hugging, then the cell phone rings and they run out of the
movie theater so they don’t disturb anybody. 
My friends and I never acted like this and never would. I
don’t know if I’m viewing those between the ages of 14 and
18 as immature because of the way they acted that night
with ringing cell phones before and during the movie, or
because they cut about 50 people in line.  Maybe it’s
because I’ve been out of high school for so long and I
haven’t been around people in that age bracket. 
All I know is that if you are going to have a cell phone,
be respectful to the people around you, especially in the
movie theater because it just might be you being escorted by
police the next time.
Teens, cell phones don’t belong together 
“Now, I’m not sug-
gesting cell
phones are a bad
thing, because I
would be a hyp-
ocrite.”
Christine Demma
Guest columnist
Viewpoint
n Christine Demma is a junior journalism major and a guest
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cucmd6@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
cualt2@pen.eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
Opinion
page
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After a semester of herding the residents of 11 dif-ferent residence halls and Greek Court throughone dining hall each weekend, Dining Serviceshas finally given students another option.
Stevenson Hall’s dining center will start serving meals
this weekend. The dining center will be open from noon to 2
p.m. and 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays.
Last semester, all dining centers except Taylor Hall were
closed on the weekends, forcing students from all the resi-
dence halls to trek across campus for their weekend meals. 
Students have complained about insufficient seating to
handle such a load, as well as the inability of the dining ser-
vice staff to keep enough
food available for the
crowds of students looking
for brunch and dinner.
Although dining ser-
vices employees previously
said Taylor Hall was not
overcrowded on the weekends, it didn’t give students any
options for their weekend meals.
“We have had requests in the past, and since the students
are dealing with construction, severe cold (weather), et
cetera, we thought we would try it and see if we can make it
a little easier (for them),” said Jody Horn, director of Dining
Services.
Dining Services will monitor how the opening of
Stevenson affects the other dining options on weekends,
including Taylor Hall and the restaurants in the Rathskeller.
In order for the change to be a success, it will have to be
supported by students.
Opening Stevenson was a good choice because it easily
serves the three residence halls in Stevenson Tower, as well
as the Triad and Pemberton Hall.
In the past, Dining Services has worked hard to keep its
customers happy with the meals they provide. 
“We truly do put our customers first. We just have to
meet their needs within some of the other constraints that we
usually have to deal with,” Horn said.
When the on-campus dining system was revamped in the
fall of 1999, Dining Services made a concerted effort to
please students. Forum were held to get feedback and
changes were made to the system.
This time, Dining Services was a little slow to respond to
students, but it is good to see that, in the end, the students’
needs were put first.
So finally, after a semester of complaints, Dining
Services has listened to its customers and given them addi-
tional weekend options.
Expanding
the menu
Weekend dining
The opening of Stevenson’s
dining center on the weekends
will ease pressure on Taylor
Hall.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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Drop in at 
715 Grant St.
#101
2-4 pm M,W,Th
2-3 pm T
Q u e s t i o n s  c a l l
Lindsey 348-1479
or Ladonna 367-2009
2 0 0 1
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus
(located across from the Union on 7th St.)
NOW LEASING FOR FALL
* 1,2 & 3 BEDRM *  CENTRAL AC
FURNISHED UNITS *  BALCONIES
*  FREE PARKING *  LAUNDRY
* FREE TRASH *  DISHWASHERS
*  1 SPRING 2001 LEASES AVAILABLE
Open House Jan. 20 from 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. UNIVERSITY UNION
HOURS OF OPERATIONS JANUARY 12th - JANUARY
All operations will be closed on Monday, January 15th,
in observance of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s birthday.
Building Friday: 7:00am-5:00pm
Saturday: 10:00am-4:00pm
Sunday: 10:00am-4:00pm
Ticket Office Friday: 9:00am-3:00pm
Saturday: Closed
Sunday: Closed
First Friday: 10:00am-4:00pm
Mid-Illinois Saturday: Closed
Bank Sunday: Closed
Subway Friday: 10:00am-4:00pm
Saturday: 10:00am-4:00pm
Sunday: 10:00am-4:00pm
Bookstore Friday: 8:00am-4:30pm
Saturday: 12:00pm-4:00pm
Sunday: Closed
Chick-fil-a Friday: 7:00am-3:00pm
Saturday: 12:00pm-3:00pm
Sunday: Closed
Copy Express Friday: 8:00am-4:30pm
Saturday: 12:00pm-4:00pm
Sunday: Closed
Lobby Shop Friday: 8:00am-4:00pm
Saturday: Closed
Sunday: Closed
The Building will reopen on Monday at 5:00 p.m.
Dom
ino’s
Pizza
One Topping Deal
Medium Large
Deep
Dish Extra
Add Cheesy Bread
only $2.99
6. 8.99 99$ $
FREE
Cinnastix
w/ purchase of
a 14” pizza at
regular menu
price
exp. 1/31/01
2-Topping Pizza - 2 Liter of Coke
Order of Cheesy Bread
Medium Large
$12.99 Deep Dish $1 Extra      $14.99
Pizza - Pop - Cheesy Bread
Hot, Fresh,
& Fast
348-1626
677 Lincoln Ave
Lookingfor
INan
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Eastern NewsThe Daily
on campus?
Write for the Daily Eastern News. Any student
registered for one or more credit hours can write
for the News, regardless of his or her major.
Students are given the opportunity to cover stu-
dent government and administration in addition to
speakers and feature stories. We will teach you
all the steps of news writing from how to interview
to writing your story to designing pages. Stop by
1811 Buzzard Hall or call Amy or Matt at 581-
7941 or 581-7942 to get started.
Grant applications available for technology education
By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor
Technology enhanced and delivered education grant applica-
tions are due in the Academic Affairs Office by 4:30 p.m. today.
The grants are an initiative of the Steering Committee for
Technology-Enhanced and -Delivered Education.
“The committee was created as a starting point for helping our
university develop a plan for technology enhancement,” said
committee member Robert Augustine, dean of the graduate
school. 
Augustine said the committee’s goal is to have the winners of
the grants announced by Feb. 1. Faculty will then be able to begin
their projects. 
All grant money must be used for this semester by the end of
June, according to the TEDE web site. In addition, grant recipi-
ents will be required to complete a final report of the project and
to participate in informal sessions to discuss the project. 
According to Augustine, the money used for the grants,
approximately $300,000, was given to Eastern by the Illinois
Board of Higher Education and was later allocated for the grants
by Eastern President Carol Surles.  
An additional $200,000 also allocated by Surles, will be used
to hire staff to serve as online course designers or to assist facul-
ty with technology enhancement, according to Augustine. 
The available grants are sectioned into two categories: devel-
opment grants and course/program grants. 
The development grant is titled Professional Development in
Instructional Technology. The grant will be used to develop the
skills used for Web-based instruction and enhancement. The
grant monies will range up to $2,000, according to the TEDE
grants Web site.
There are four course/program grants which are titled
Development of Technology-Enhanced Courses (up to $5,000),
Expansion of Existing Technology-Enhanced Courses (up to
$8,000), Development of Technology-Delivered Courses (up to
$10,000) and Development of Technology-Delivered Programs
(up to $50,000).
“We expect there to be competition in every grant category
and there will most likely be a number of grants awarded in each
level,” Augustine said. 
The largest grant, Development of Technology-Delivered
Programs, is to be used for establishing and supporting the devel-
opment of degree or certificate programs that incorporate tech-
nology delivered instruction, according to the Web site. 
Applications for the grants are available at the TEDE Web site
and signatures from the related department chairs and college
dean are required. 
“Grants will be available each year for faculty and staff, this is
not a one-time thing,” said Augustine.
The TEDE committee is also in the final stages of releas-
ing proposed models for the administrative structure of tech-
nology enhancement at Eastern.
By Ben Irwin
Staff writer
The first woman to ever win an Olympic
gold medal in weightlifting will be appearing
in Charleston this weekend.
Tara Nott, along with other 2000 Sydney
Olympians Anthony Clark, Mike Conley and
Brian Oldfield, will hold clinics and demon-
strations at the fourth annual PowerAde
“Legends of the Game.”
The clinics will be held from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m Saturday and 10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Sunday at Charleston High School. Also, a
weightlifting competition will be held from
12 to 4 p.m. Saturday and from 11 a.m. to 7
p.m. Sunday at the high school.
“(The exhibition is held to) give people
the opportunity to learn about a sport they
may be unfamiliar with as well as to create
awareness of the club,” said Martin Snorf, the
event’s organizer.
While Clark is putting on a strength exhi-
bition, the other athletes will be available to
speak with the public and answer questions
about their respective sports.
“In past years, the athletes have always
been willing to inform the audience and put
on an entertaining show,” Snorf said. “They
truly seem to enjoy being a part of this, some
of them on multiple occasions.
“This is a great opportunity for people,
especially women, to learn about a very excit-
ing and competitive sport that many people
may not have considered,” Snorf said.
The clinic is being sponsored by the
Charleston Weightlifting Club at Charleston
High School. Admission to the event will be
$1 for children and $2 for adults.
Sydney Olympians to hold weight lifting clinic, exhibition this weekend
345-3288
9th & Lincoln
We Deliver!
Opening
soon 
at 
New
Location! 
New products,
New hours, &
Now serving
beer & wine
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Coles County
Health Department
ANONYMOUS
HIV Counseling & Testing
available by appointment only
ask for Joyce or Judy
Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
825 18th Street 
Charleston, IL 61920
Mattoon (217) 258-0530
Charleston (217) 348 0530
JR’s BAR-N -GRILL
SORORITIES & FRATERNITIES
Book Your Functions Now!
Dates Filling Up Quickly!
We now have 2 Seperate 
banquet rooms
1412 Broadway Mattoon     258-9004
shows they have really worked hard
in cutting back the amount of time
students spend in the waiting room.
“We are really getting students
in here at a rate we never have
before,” Onestak said.
He said he believes the results of
this evaluation will give people
confidence that each individual sit-
uation is handled well.
Onestak said he hoped those stu-
dents who have a desire to attend a
session at the center will overcome
any fears that may be holding them
back.
“If students have personal issues
affecting them, this will cause them
to have trouble academically,” he
said. “When students really want to
change a problem they are facing in
life, they have to be strong to over-
come their nervousness and come
here.”
People think of counseling as a
mysterious thing, Onestak said. He
said actually sitting down and
attending a session takes away the
shroud of mystery behind it.
“Sometimes there is a notion
that if you go to the Counseling
Center, you are weak,” he said.
“People who are weak do not come
here.”
Onestak said weak people are
the ones who drink their problems
away or seek solace in drugs to
escape them.
“It takes courage and maturity to
come here,” Onestak said. 
There are a number of reasons
students should consider seeking
out the center to assist them in solv-
ing issues that may be bothering
them, he said.
“There is no fee attached, and
the sessions are completely confi-
dential,” he said. “Also, no set
appointment is necessary; students
can just drop by.”
Any student wishing to have
access to the entire evaluation
results of the Counseling Center’s
fall client evaluation can enter the
Web page at www.eiu.edu/~coun-
sctr/cslwelc.html.
Counseling
from Page 1
Want to write for the
DEN? 
Call Shauna at 581-2812
standing with Eastern and its stu-
dents, Davidson said after the panel.  
Faculty members tend to think
of student needs from their own col-
lege experiences, which occurred
years ago, he said.    
“I wanted faculty and adminis-
trators to get an idea of how a typi-
cal Eastern student sees the world,”
Davidson said.
Davidson said student lives
change, a fact displayed when
almost all of the students present
acknowledged they checked their e-
mail within the past 12 hours.  
The faculty enjoyed a front stage
seat while hearing about the activi-
ties some typical students partici-
pated in. When students made com-
plaints about Eastern facilities, no
objection or interruptions were
made.  
Davidson said the forum was a
success, and he would like to hold
another forum in the fall.
Forum
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“Charleston’s Favorite Restaurant”
SLEEP IN, EAT OUT
Serving Breakfast
Saturday & Sunday
Until 2 p.m.
7th & Madison  1 block North of the Courthouse 345-7427
Poteete Property Rentals
(217) 345-5088
930 Lincoln Ave. Charleston, IL  61920
“Licensed Leasing Agent”
Job Opportunities available at your fingertips!!  Professional dr ess optional !
VIRTUALJOB FAIR
February 19 - March 2, 2001
Student  Regis t ra t ion  Is  Going On NOW!
Go to the Career Services web site:
http://www.jobserv.eiu.edu
Click on the STUDENT/ALUMNI link, then Student Registration
Use EIU and your social security number for your ID (eiu123456789). Select
an easy to remember password.
Complete the registration form.
Upload a current resume. (You may use a Microsoft Word resume file
(resume.doc)or a Rich Text Format file (resume.rtf) or a .pdf file.
You’r e  done  unt i l  February  19 ! !
Car eer Services
SSB#13  581-2412  www.jobserv.eiu.edu
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Swimmers ready
for Millikin meet
By Brianne Donbar 
Staff writer
Friday night the Eastern men’s
and women’s swim teams will be
traveling to Millikin to compete
in their first meet after returning
from their training trip over win-
ter break at Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 
“We have had a really hard
week of practice,” Panther coach
Ray Padovan said. “We have real-
ly been able to hit it hard after
coming off of our training trip.
Practicing so hard has resulted
in the most difficult week of
training both the men’s and
women’s swim teams have seen
all season long.
“This has really been a hard
week for us,” Padovan said. “It’s
been as hard a week as we’ve had
all season.”
For some of the Panther men
and women, Millikin will be the
first meet they have swum at in
over a month.  During their trip to
Ft. Lauderdale, most of the
Panthers swam relay events,
while sophomore Josh Kercheval
and senior Karina Freer swam the
only individual events. 
While that could result in
some swimmers being rusty in
individual events, Padovan said
that a hard week of practice
should make up for that and make
it an easier meet.
“They (Millikin) are short on
numbers, but they have three or
four real quality swimmers who
should give us a good meet,”
Padovan said. 
According to Padovan, the
Panthers will begin to start focus-
ing more towards the rest of the
season after this meet.
Also more swimmers will
start to stand out and improve on
their swimming.
“This is a nice meet to get in,
after being off, where we don’t
have to travel very far to com-
pete,” he said.
get out on her,” Schaul said.
“She shot some good shots,”
McShane added.
Poor shooting was the initial com-
plication on Eastern’s end, opening
up the first half with a meager 21.6
shooting percentage. The Panthers
headed into the locker room in a 75-
62 rut.
Schaul opened up the second half
with four points straight out of the
locker room. Following Schaul’s sec-
ond half debut, freshman center Pam
O’Connor broke out of her 0-for-7
shooting spell from the first half with
her first four points of the game.
“We did a lot better job in the sec-
ond half,” McShane said.
Schaul finished with 20 points to
lead the Panthers while Dailey con-
tributed 11 points. Senior Angie
Russell made her contributions on the
defensive end with 10 rebounds.
“We really didn’t take care of the
ball, but we did rebounding,” Schaul
said.
Rebounding was the focus
throughout the week, struggling on
that end of the game in recent con-
tests. The practice time paid off
Thursday as Eastern accumulated a
total of 43 rebounds to Martin’s 39.
“Sometimes it doesn’t bounce
your way, but I thought we did some
good things, head coach Linda
Wunder said. “Rebounding-wise, we
did a good job, but we still need to
work on our execution.
“We did a better job of executing
and screening in the second half. We
needed to make adjustments.”
The first half slowly slipped away
from Eastern after a 10-8 lead just six
minutes into the game. Martin’s
eight-point run gave the Skyhawks
the momentum it needed to win its
first game on the road. Fighting from
behind throughout the game, the
Panthers walked off the court with
their heads still high in anticipation
for Saturday’s return to Lantz Gym to
host Murray State.
“Coach Wunder said we still have
a chance to host a tournament game if
we keep playing hard,” Schaul said.
Wunder, like the team, hasn’t let
her confidence decrease by any
means.
“I guess I’m a dreamer and believ-
er,” Wunder said. “I know what the
team is capable of and if they come
out and play hard, sooner or later
we’re going to break out and be a
force to be reckoned with.”
Slide
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Although the Panthers scoring
was unbalanced, they did get solid
efforts from forward Jan
Thompson (nine rebounds) and
reserve guard Craig Lewis. 
“Craig Lewis made things hap-
pen tonight,” Samuels said. 
“He didn’t do a lot of scoring,
but he had some nice passes and
had a couple of big steals.”
“Our big men do a lot of things
for us that do not show up on the
stat sheet,” Hill said of
Thompson’s performance.
“Scoring is a big part of the game,
but our big men rebound, guard
people, and always are stepping
up.”
With Martin behind them, the
Panthers can now focus on Ohio
Valley nemesis, Murray State.
“This (Murray State) is what
we have been waiting for all sea-
son long,” Hill said. 
“We want to make our name
known and there is no better way
to do that than beating Murray.”
Saturday’s game tips off at 7:10
p.m. in the Lantz Gymnasium and
will feature three of the top 20
scorers in the nation in Domercant,
Hill, and Murray’s Issac Spencer. 
“It’s going to be a big one on
Saturday,” Samuels said.  
“They (Murray) have been the
kingpin of the OVC, and we want
to prove that we are contenders for
that spot.”
Three
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Panthers head to Decatur today
for first competition since break.
had a guy named Michael Jordan
and another guy by the name of
Scottie Pippen.
With all due respect, Hill and
Domercant are no Jordan and
Pippen.
In order for Eastern to see con-
tinued success, the inside game
needs to develop or eventually it
will catch up with them.
As soon as they run into a
team with a solid big man, they
will see they cannot rely on the
guards. A lay-up is a much high-
er percentage shot than a three-
pointer, and while the Panthers
are bombing away from long
range, their opponents will be
laying in shots from two feet
away. 
I don’t know about you, but I
will take my chances with the
high percentage shots. 
Hill, Domercant and Britton
are shooting at a blistering pace,
but if one or two of the three have
an off night, you will have to look
to the bench to find other scorers. 
And God forbid, if any of the
three were to get hurt, Samuels
may quickly find himself back in
a position of having only one
scoring threat.
Not to take anything away
from Domercant, Hill and
Britton, because they all turned in
great performances against
Tennessee-Martin, but the guards
can only keep the scoring pace
for so long.
And then the Panthers will
have to look elsewhere for pro-
duction. If one of the Panther big
men were to find their way into
the list of top Panther scorers, it is
almost a guarantee they will not
be stopped. 
There is nothing more effec-
tive in basketball than the inside-
outside offensive attack. And if
the Panthers ever want to make
another trip to the NCAA
Tournament, they will have to
Bauer
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By Derek Cuculich
Staff writer
Going into Thursday night’s game, Tennessee-
Martin head coach Bret Campbell said, “(Kyle)
Hill, (Henry) Domercant, and (Matt) Britton are
all capable of having
big nights on any given
night.”
Unfortunately for
the SkyHawks, the big
three for Eastern all
brought their “A” game,
leading the Panthers to
an 80-68 victory.
Domercant (29 points), Hill (24 points), and
Britton (19 points) combined for all but eight of
Eastern’s 80 points.
“I’ve had teams in the past that have only had
one go-to guy,” Eastern head coach Rick Samuels
said.  “I’m thankful we have three guys we could
go to.”
“Until someone can stop them, why worry?”
Samuels said. “I think it is going to be difficult to
find a team that can put three good defenders on
the court at once to stop them.”
The Panthers were able to extend the lead to
72-60 with just under three minutes left in the
game, but Martin would not go away.  Behind the
solid inside play of forward Jeremy Sargent (14
points) and junior Brian Foster (13 points), the
SkyHawks were able to close the gap to seven with
two minutes to go.
“This team did not quit,” Britton said. “Most
teams that fall behind eight or 10 points start to quit
on defense, but they’re well-coached and stayed in
there.”
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer
The women’s basketball team dropped its third consecutive
Ohio Valley Conference matchup to the University of
Tennessee-Martin with a 75-62 loss
Thursday night in Lantz Gym.
The loss moved the Panthers (4-
10, 0-3) into a six-game losing streak
while the Skyhawks (7-4) advanced to
a 2-0 mark in the league.
Skyhawk guard T.J. Barker
sparked Martin’s outburst with a three-
point shot to move ahead of Eastern
11-10. The Panthers would never
regain control.
Buried in a 51-30 deficit just seven minutes into the second
half, Eastern watched helplessly as the clock withered away.
Eastern was only able to recover within 10 points of Martin with
1:16 left on the clock as free throws by freshman guard Lauren
Dailey put the Panthers at 69-59.
In the final minute of the game, Eastern committed four fouls,
sending the Skyhawks’ leading scorer, Kelly Pendleton, to the
line three times. Pendleton gave Martin all six additional points
to end the game 75-62.
“Their shots fell, ours didn’t,” senior guard Colleen McShane
said.
Pendleton wasn’t the only threat as teammates Christi
Binkley and Tracy Webb rounded out the top scorers with 10 and
17 points respectively. Barker finished 3-for-7 behind the three-
point arc while Pendleton went 4-for-7.
“We knew (Pendleton) would shoot like that and we had to
SportsThe Daily Eastern News8A FridayJanuary 12, 2001InsideSwimmers head to Millikin today. Page 7A
Kyle Bauer
Staff editor
e-mail: cukmb12@pen.eiu.edu
The Power Alley
Soft on the
inside game
Ladies and gentlemen, yourscore at the half has Easternleading Tennessee-Martin40-30. No wait, check that,
your score at the half has Kyle Hill,
Matt Britton and Henry Domercant
leading Tennessee-Martin 40-30.
Eastern entered the game with two
of the top 10 scorers in the nation in
Domercant and Hill, so it is to be
expected that the two should shoulder
the majority of the offensive load.
But throw a hot-shooting Britton in
the mix and then it is downright unfair.
At the half, Domercant and Britton
led all scoreRs with 14 points a piece
while Hill chipped in another dozen.
In fact, it got so bad that the first
player other than the big three to score
was Jesse Mackinson, who hit a lone
free throw with exactly 11:29 to play in
the game.
It would be another five minutes
before anyone other than the big three
would connect on a field goal attempt.
Those two points came compliments
of Craig Lewis, and put the Panthers
up 58-46.
In all, Domercant, Hill and Britton
would account for 72 of Eastern’s 80
total points. Todd Bergmann and
Lewis added two points apiece while
Jan Thompson chipped in three.
Mackinson’s free throw rounded
out the rest of the Panther scoring.
While it is good that Domercant
solidified his spot as the No. 2 scorer in
the country by finishing with a game-
high 29, and Hill and Britton turned in
solid performances, the game did
expose other problems.
The Panthers are getting no pro-
duction out of their inside players.
Eastern’s big men combined to score
only six points. 
“I have had a couple of teams
where we have only had one scorer,
and if he was off we were in trouble,”
Panther head coach Rick Samuels said
following the game. “At least now we
have three guys that can score.”
While it may be true that the
Panthers have three of the best guards
in the conference, a team can only go
so far without a legitimate inside pres-
ence.
Sooner or later it will catch up with
Eastern. The Panther big men com-
bined for a half  a dozen points, but
they also added 14 fouls. 
If you are not going to score, you
had better contribute in other ways, but
the big men did not do that either. The
three combined to pull down 12
boards. Domercant finished with 10 by
himself.
Bergmann, Thompson and
Mackinson also added only seven
assists to the Panthers cause. 
It is rare to see a basketball team
achieve the ultimate success without
an inside game. The Chicago Bulls
were able to do it with the three-head-
ed monster of a center, but they also
See BAUER Page 6A
The ‘Big Three’ dominate
Panthers continue downward slide
Men’s Basketball
80
68
Women’s Basketball
75
62
Cold shooting moves the women’s basketball team to an 0-3 mark in the OVC
Bill Ruthhart/Staff photographer
Panther freshman Lauren Dailey guards her opponent in Eastern’s 75-62 loss to Tennessee-
Martin Thursday night. Dailey finished the game with 11 points.See SLIDE Page 6A
Photos by Bill Ruthhart/Staff photographer
(At top) Senior Kyle Hill throws down a dunk during
Thursday night’s game against Tennessee-Martin.
(At right) Panther senior point guard Matt Britton brings
the ball up the court against a Skyhawk defender.
Domercant, Hill and Britton combine for 72
of Panthers’ 80 points in win over Skyhawks
See THREE Page 7A
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Arts at Eastern will be in full swing this spring with art
exhibits, theater performances, concerts and guest
artists.
The art department, in conjunction with the Tarble Arts
Center, has a full line up for spring, starting with an art
exhibit by guest artist Ed Paschke beginning Jan. 12.
Glenn Hild, chair of the art department, said Paschke
will be speaking at the Tarble Arts Center on Jan. 23 at 7
p.m.
“(Paschke) is an internationally recognized painter,” Hild
said.
Also on schedule for the art department is Marie
Tomasula, a painter from Chicago, who is scheduled to
speak Feb. 8 at 7 p.m. at the Tarble Arts Center.Tomasula
currently works at Notre Dame University.
Printmaker William Cass will visit sometime in April.
Cass is currently on faculty at Northwestern University.
The art department also will hold its student exhibits
this spring.
“Spring semester we always have our annual undergrad-
uate exhibit and graduate exhibit,” Hild said.
The undergraduate exhibit will be held March 3-25, with
a reception and award presentation on March 4 from 2 to
4 p.m.The graduate exhibit will be held March 31-April 29,
with a reception and award presentation on April 1 form 2
to 4 p.m. Both exhibits will be held at the Tarble Arts
Center.
Other upcoming events for the art department include
the 13th Annual Drawing/Watercolor: Illinois Biennial
Exhibition through Jan. 14,Women to Women:Weaving cul-
tures, shaping history, which will be held Jan. 30 - Feb. 25,
Susan Harrison and AIE student’s show, Feb. 20-April 21
and spring classes and workshops held Feb. 20 -April 21.
The theater department has three major productions
scheduled for the spring, one of which auditions are already
closed for.
“We’re opening the season with ‘Lysistrata’,” said John
Oertling, theater department chair. “Lysistrata” is a Greek
comedy and will be performed Feb. 20-24 at 7 p.m. and at
2 p.m. Feb. 25. Other shows on the schedule for the the-
ater department include “No Exit”, which will be shown
March 27-31 at 7 p.m. and April 1 at 2 p.m., and “The Jack
Tales”, which is part of the youth theater and will be shown
at 7 p.m April 21 and 2 p.m.April 22, as well as to local ele-
mentary school classes.
“No Exit” will be directed by Jerry Eisenhower and “The
Jack Tales” will be directed by Oertling. Joint auditions for
these productions will be held at 7 p.m. Feb. 8-9, by
appointment.Auditions are open to the public.
“(The Jack Tales) has a tremendous oral tradition,”
Oertling said.
The music department has a full schedule for spring,
including several concerts and special days.
The Eastern Jazz Festival Concert will be held Feb. 9 at
7:30 p.m at the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.The
following day will be the Annual Jazz Festival at the Fine
Arts Center and the University Union.
Eastern’s Symphony Orchestra will hold a Valentine’s
Day program on Feb. 14 at 7:30 p.m.
A Choir Concert will be held March 4 at 3 p.m. and the
Music Theater Opera Production will be held March 30-31
at 7:30 p.m., featuring Jerry Daniels.
The Faculty Piano Recital will be held April 1 at 3 p.m.,
as will the the Tarble Chamber Concert, featuring the
American Chamber Trio, which will be held at 7:30 p.m.
The Eastern band will perform in concert for
Celebration Weekend April 28 at 3 p.m.
For complete schedules of any departments programs,
contact the department’s main office.
by shauna gustafson
Staff writer
Eastern’s fine arts to flourish this spring
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Regal Nails
GREAT NAILS 
GREAT LOCATION
•Acrylic Nails •Pedicure
•Manicure with whirlpool
•Airbrush massage foot Spa
Regal Nails is individually owned & operated
Business Hours•Tues-Sat 10:30AM -8PM• Sun 11AM-5PM
Walk-Ins Welcome
Inside New Wal-Mart Super Center
2250 Lincoln Ave. Charleston...................................345-2001
Mrs. B’s Teacher Supplies
& 
Mrs. B’s School Tools
3225 Marshall Avenue
Mattoon, IL 61938
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Champaign, IL 61821
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That Verge Column 
Can’t win with the opposite sex
by benjamin tully
Associate Verge editor
I can’t believe how many hits there are on the
radio right now. Let’s see, we got that –“it wasn’t
me, yeah caught me on the sofa ,it wasn’t me”–even
banged me in the shower song. Then we have the
“Tell me Miss Jackson, are me for real?”  But don’t
forget “All you Angels making money, throw your
hands up in the A–er, are yah down like that?” song.
And don’t forget “Old Mcdonald had a ondeley,
ondeley, mamma E–I–E–I, Oh
Oooooooooooooooooh, blah, blah Mcdonald.  
Man, but everybody is totally sick of “Who Let
the Dogs Out?” That song was never cool, right? I
guess it could just be me, but I’m happy it isn’t get-
ting much play anymore.
You see, I was dating this chick, right? And she
thought I was no fun. First, let me start by saying
that I like the opera and like, she thinks that isn’t
manly enough, or fun enough, but worst of all, she
thinks it’s weird. So I got to thinking about how I
could appear more masculine, normal, and “in step”
with the goings on around campus. So I’m laying in
bed one night, and I figure I should try to bringing
back that old football game “smear the weird,” the
neighbor kids and I used to play. It’s quite a stan-
dard pick–up football game actually; where you sim-
ply tackle the “weird,” or, the man with the football,
and he throws it up to whoever catches it and they
run around being weird until they get tackled. Why
holding a football makes you strange, or weird, I
may never know, but it could be viewed, and was
viewed by my then girlfriend, as a very masculine,
“in step,” game. Because, if you are the weird, you
totally are getting smeared.  
I would have to make it interesting enough so
she and her friends would want to watch us play, so
I did some investigating on what was cool. That’s
when I heard the , “Who Let the Dogs Out?,” song
on the radio. If she saw me playing “smear the
weird,” to a song that totally made me look like a
“dawg”, our relationship problems would be over.  
Well, she and her friends showed, and let me tell
you they were all diggin’ us guys playin “smear the
weird” with each other. Us guys even thought to
bring a case of Keystone Ice, and some hard cider
for the girls. It was going so perfect, I couldn’t
believe I thought of it.
There was one problem though, one of the
dudes was like really good at “smear the weird.” It
was like he was smearin’ and us guys were like
totally weirdin’. It became obvious to me that my,
then girlfriend, was completely into this guy.  
After the game she told me she didn’t want to
see me anymore and she and he left together to go
to Stix, or Marty’s, or Stu’s or whatever,  and I was
left there with three warm Keystone Ices and a
Ghetto Box playing “Who Let the Dogs Out” on
repeat.  
Everytime I hear that song now my heart totally
breaks,  and I think my ex and that dude spent New
Years Eve together (I took my grandma to Cracker
Barrel), but I am truly grateful that “Who Let the
Dogs Out,” is not as popular.
***
send comments or questions to ben at
cubwt1@pen.eiu.edu or call 581-2812
Gray Cloud
Lurk above and always watch me ...
No! Do not let me stumble on glee,
that would benefit me.
Tug, tug, tugging at my heel,
blistering my spirit --
possessing me.
A silent dirge echos across the field.
Emptiness in every corner ...
Hide me!
Here, hidden from warmth, humanity, comfort;
My quivering heart takes pause.
Am I real?
I don’t know, leave me alone.
by Melissa McCarter
freshman
English major
POETRY CORNER
Student Discount
additional 10%!
345-5908
Now Open on the west side
of the Square
Twice Is Nice, cont.
for slighty used furniture &
housewares 
CHINA 88
1140 Lincoln  348-1232
We
DELIVER
Everyday
Lunch Buffet 11am ~ 2pm $5.20...includes softdrink
Dinner Buffet  4:30 ~ 8pm $7.10
Everyday Dinner Specials served w/ (2) Crab Rangoon
or Egg Roll & choice of BBQ Pork 
or Chicken Fried Rice...Includes softdrink
Hours Sun-Thurs 11am-9pm Fri-Sat 11am-10pm
Buy 
Anything
Of Value
HIGHEST
IN 
QUALITY
JEWELRY & REPAIR
COINS
VCR’S
TV’S
GUNS
COLLECTIBLES
VIDEO GAMES
CD’S
DVD’S
TOOL’S
$UPREME PAWN SHOP
345-0777
GOLD & SILVER
BALL CARDS
WE LOAN 
THE MOST
1000           18th           1st  St.
Charleston Community Church
Welcome Students!
Non-denominational
Exciting worship services with 
PRAISE BAND!
College Groups Bible Studies & activities
Sunday Worship 9am,  Sunday School 11am
Wednesday Worship 7pm
Free Student Transportation
2360 Shawnee Dr
(East of Rural King & 18th St.)
For more info call
345-4910
All Around Travel
Searching for Paradise?
Domestic + International Airlines
Cruise Lines • Amtrack • Hotels
Tour companies • Resorts
We Do It All • Fast + Efficient
348-8747
1625 18th St.
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Brat Pack 9 p.m. Fri. Jan. 12 Gunner Buc’s (Mattoon) $4 235-0123
Lucky Boys Confusion 9 p.m. Sat. Jan 13 Metro (Chicago) $9 312-549-0203
Amy White Band 9 p.m. Sat. Jan. 13 Gunner Buc’s (Mattoon) $2-3 359-2489
Grandmaster Flash 8 p.m. Sun. Jan. 14 House of Blues (Chicago) $15 313-923-2000
Brush-Up on Beowulf 7 p.m. Wed. Jan. 17 Foellinger Great Hall stage (Champaign)         free 333-6282
Richard Strauss: His Music and World 7 p.m. Wed. Jan. 24 Krannert Room (Champaign) free 333-6282
Disturbed 6:30 p.m. Fri. Jan 12 Metro (Chicago) $10 312-549-0203
13 Days Fri. Jan. 12 Galaxy 
Candy Foster 9 p.m. Sat. Jan. 13 The Embassy (Champaign) free 384-9526
4-Banger 9:30 p.m.Sat. Jan. 13 Marty’s                                                            $3 345-2171
Open Mic Night 9 p.m. Wed. Jan. 17  Friends & Co. free 345-2380
Busker Soundcheck (Final Show) 7 p.m. Fri. Jan. 19 Metro (Chicago) $8 312-549-0203
The Orpheus Process 4 p.m. Tues. Feb. 6 Foellinger Great Hall stage free 333-6282
Who When Where Price Phone
Co
nc
er
t C
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r
4-Banger is not just an engine anymore
Oftentimes, the campus bar,
Marty’s, will feature jam bands,
but this weekend, power-punk
band, 4-Banger (slang for the 4
cylinder engine) will be lighting
up the stage for a change of
R.P.M.’s.
Mt. Carmel natives Matt
Seaton (drums/vocals), Jason
Schanzle (bass/vocals) and
Charlie Discus (guitar/vocals)
have been friends since high
school. Discus currently attends
Il l inois State University as a
radio/TV broadcasting major;
Schanzle, a graphic design major,
and Seaton, a music education
major, both attend Eastern.
The trio started back about a
year and a half ago, founding the
band on the chuga-chuga riffs
familiar to metal heads and the
power punk sensibility associat-
ed with the likes of California
pop-punkers The Offspring.
With Discus living 2 hours
apart, getting together for
rehearsal can be difficult.  “We
meet once a week in Mt. Carmel
to practice,” Seaton said in a
phone interview.  
Driving all the way to Mt.
Carmel from Bloomington
and/or Charleston to practice is
a good indication of how dedi-
cated a band can be. Elements
like dedication are fundamental
to success in an already discour-
aging endeavor, such as being in a
rock band.
What is even more interesting
is that 4-Banger has hired on a
band manager as well. Jill Rosa,
an Eastern public relations
minor, is picking up some valu-
able experience as 4-Banger’s
manager, and even picks up a few
bucks in the process. “Jill makes
about twenty dollars after every
gig she books for us,” Seaton
said. Twenty dollars may seem
like a labor of love, which it
probably is, but this is college,
and twenty bucks takes on a
whole new value. Allegedly, Rosa
has even rounded up local club
owners to check out 4-Banger’s
Marty’s performance.
Seaton described a 4-Banger
gig as high energy. “Charlie and
Jason are always out among the
crowd, they seem to spend
more time off stage than they do
on,” Seaton said.
But nothing compares to 4-
Banger’s Princeton, Indiana
show: “There was tons of stage
diving and we passed around a
collection for a wet T-shirt con-
test cash reward,” Seaton said.
The winner was a girl he knew,
but that didn’t have much to do
with her victory. She walked
away with over a hundred dol-
lars. “We want to do one (wet-
T-shirt contest) in Charleston if
any of the bars will let us,”
Seaton said.
4-Banger plans to enter the
studio within the next month to
record their debut album.
“Charlie got us some time in the
ISU on-campus recording stu-
dio,” Seaton said.
No tour is on 4-Banger’s
agenda yet, as they concentrate
on school work. “We want to
graduate first, then we will
worry about touring,” Seaton
said.
Marty’s better leave the front
door open tomorrow night so
nobody dies of carbon monoxide
asphyxiation, cause this 4-Banger
engine intends to rock.
4-Banger appears l ive
Saturday; the show starts at 9:30
and there is a $3 cover charge at
the door.
Are you sure it’s not called 3-Banger?
photo courtesy of 4-Banger
Holiday season provided theatrical variety
At the end of the year two kinds of
movies came out; one is hoping to win
awards and one is wanting to please a vast
audience over the holidays. Both of these
types of movies were released this holiday
and there were winners from both kinds.  
No matter what mood you were in this
holiday season, there were plenty of good
movies for you to choose from. If you
were in the mood for a good family film,
there was “The Emperor’s New Groove.”
If a romantic movie is more your style
there was “The Family Man.”  If a drama is
what you want, both “Cast Away” and
“Traffic” were choices, both of which
seem to be Oscar contenders.
“The Family Man” is a movie where a
person with enough brainpower to
breathe will be able to predict everything
that is going to happen in the movie within
the first ten minutes. “The Family Man” is
also a movie that tries too hard to
become a feel good movie. These two
problems would make any other movie
really bad, but with “The Family Man,” it
barely matters. The idea of seeing what
your life would have been like if you had
made one different choice was very inter-
esting, because everyone thinks about the
road not taken sometime in his or her life. 
Although Nicolas Cage does a good job
with his role, the big surprise of the movie
was Téa Leoni. Téa Leoni played the girl
that Nicolas Cage actually cared about and
the one he sees himself married to. In her
other roles, Téa Leoni always seemed
wooden and cold, but in this movie she
put so much heart in the role you fall in
love with her character, too. I always
believe a person does a good acting job if I
forget that the person is not real for the
duration of the movie, and Téa Leoni did
this for me.
“The Emperor’s New Groove” was a
movie I was very skeptical about. The pre-
view made the movie look like the Disney
animators completely sold out and made
this movie just to make a few dollars. The
movie was about a talking llama, and lla-
mas don’t usually make me run to the the-
ater. The only reason I went to see the
movie at all was because some people,
whom I trust told me it was really funny. I
am glad I went to the movie because it
was actually funnier then they told me.
The movie’s writing is full of wit and Bugs
Bunny sort of gags. 
The pace of the movie was fast and fre-
netic, and all the voices went perfectly
with the characters. Even though David
Spade, John Goodman, and Eartha Kitt
were really good, Patrick Warburton
steals the movie in every single scene he is
in. People that used to watch “Seinfeld”
would know Warburton as Elaine’s
boyfriend Puddy, and he makes his charac-
ter in “The Emperor’s New Groove” more
memorable than that one. I would even go
so far as to say that his character is one of
the funniest Disney characters in the his-
tory of their company. “The Emperor’s
New Groove” was by far the funniest and
most enjoyable family film of the holiday
season.
“Traffic” is another great movie that has
just recently came out. The director,
Steven Soderbergh, has had a banner year
with this movie and “Erin Brockovich,” and
he could easily be nominated for both of
them. “Traffic” is complex and needs more
than one viewing to be totally understood.
For this reason and the fact it is an
unflinching look at the “drug war,” some
people will not like this movie, but if you
are a fan of complex dramas, seek out this
movie. You will not be disappointed. I will
make the prediction that on Oscar night,
“Traffic” will leave with many awards,
maybe even Best Picture.
“Cast Away” is my personal pick of the
holiday season and one of the best movies
of the year. A movie that makes you think
and does not insult your intelligence does
not come out that often and a movie as
good as “Cast Away” is even more rare.
Every dollar “Cast Away” makes and every
award it receives is deserved.
Robert Zemeckis outdoes all his previ-
ous movies by taking chances with this
one. Tom Hanks also puts in one of his
best performances ever, and does it with
little dialogue.  The emotions he conveys
just by the way his eyes look or by the way
his body sags speaks more about his char-
acter’s state than 20 pages of dialogue
could. I will be rooting for Hanks to win
another Oscar this year, because of all the
performances I have seen in the last year,
Hanks was by far the best. I could go on
and tell why I enjoyed the movie so much,
but it is a movie that is better enjoyed
when viewed fresh. Do yourself a favor
and go see this movie. You will not be dis-
appointed.  
Four years on a desert island and he
couldn’t learn the Electric Slide?
photo courtesy of www.movies.yahoo.com
by ryan rinchiuso
Staff writer
by benjamin tully
Associate Verge editor
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Top jazz combo to enliven Friends Happy Hour
50¢ Off Any 
Blizzard 345-6886
JR’
s
KARAOKE
Every Sunday & Wednesday
8 - Midnight
Sunday Bloody Mary Specials $1.75
Wednesday Pucker Shots Special $1.00
1412 Broadway Mattoon 258-9004
“EAT LOTSA BOXA”
You Asked For Them Back..Y O U G O T IT!!
Brew City French Fries & Cheese Fries!
You Asked For It...Y O U G O T IT!!
BOXA Now delivers
ALL DAY
EVERY DAY!
You Asked For It...Y O U G O T IT!!
We have extended our hours! 
Open until 12:00 Midnight
7 Days A Week!
You Asked For It...Y O U G O T IT!!
Carribean Wings
Italian Wings
&
Our New Gyro Grinder!
GET INVOLVED...HOMECOMING 2001
Homecoming 2001 Committee Applications
NOW AVAILABLE
Pick up applications in Student Activities Center,
Room 201, MLK Jr. Union
Applications Due January 19, 2001
in Student Activities Center
For more information contact Shara or Eric at 581-5117
advertise
in
the Daily Eastern
News
JERRY’S PUB
WEEKEND
SPECIALS!!!
Fr
id
ay
N
ig
ht
D
J
Weekend
$2.25 Captain
Morgan Mixers
$3.00 Red Bulls
Shot Specials
Visit us online at
Stusonline.com
Stuck between a rock
and a hard spot?
Need Money???
ADVERTISE!!!
Bar-N-Grill
$3.00 PITCHERS
$1.50 BOTTLES
$1.50 WHISKEY MIXERS
Hi-De-Hi-De-Hi-De-Skiddly-Be-Bop-Pow!  Calling
all cats, Friends & Co. regrooves the Jazz Happy
Hour this Saturday after a Christmas break hiatus.  
With no cover charge, lucky students can check
out Eastern’s top jazz combo from 5:30 to 9:30
every Saturday evening.  
Travis Hoover, an Eastern jazz studies major, plays
piano in what is known in the Eastern music dept. as
“Combo 1,” a rank indicating these musicians are the
best of the university.  
Hoover does most of the arranging of the stan-
dard jazz tunes played by the combo.  Arranging a
jazz tune usually involves musicians writing their own
ending or beginning to an already established jazz
standard.  “I generally book who will play (in the
combo) on a particular night, what we will play, and
when we will rehearse,”  Hoover said in a phone
interview.  “I also arrange the majority of the music
but it is the high quality musicians who really add the
originality,” he said.
Saturday evening’s event features Hoover on
piano, Jason Malmberge on bass, Tyron Garner on
drums and Bryon Bankston, graduate assistant of the
Eastern jazz studies dept., on alto sax.
Hoover began his college career at Berkeley
School of Music in Boston. He left after his first year
and has been attending Eastern ever since.  “I plan to
get out to the city after graduation to start grad
school; I’ll either go to New York, or Chicago, or
even back to Boston where I went to school,”
Hoover said.  
Hoover said the combo features mostly jazz stan-
dards of the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s.  He cited the
most prevalent styles as being be-bop and cool jazz.
Jazz musicians can do a jazz standard in any desired
style or tempo.  Hoover and Co. prefer the “cool
jazz” style.  Cool jazz was a term coined by Miles
Davis, who was the innovator of the smoother and
sometimes ominous sounding style. Davis was a
protege of be-bop innovators Charlie Parker and
Dizzy Gillespie.   
Friends & Co. turns the lights down for the event
to make for a more intimate ambiance. The Jazz
Happy Hour features lower–priced Heineken and
Amstel Light bottles.  Some may find jazz a little
snooty and although it is considered a high art
genre, jazz can simply provide a nice backdrop of
sound for nice conversation.  
“It’s a casual affair, but we performers try to look
as presentable as possible,” Hoover said.
Hoover said the first couple of sets are mellow
but the combo jives up the pace as the evening pro-
gresses. 
“Early on we see a lot of couples in the audience.
There have been a few that get up and jazz dance,
too.  Later on a lot of the younger crowd files in and
we like to jazz it up a bit,” Hoover said.  
The Jazz Happy Hour is from 5:30 to 9:00
Saturday at Friends & Co. There is no cover charge.
by benjamin tully
Associate Verge editor
Blessed Lady of Finger Acceleration, don’t fail me now!
photo courtesy of Travis Hoover
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Clooney shines in Coens’ latest triumph
I dare anyone to find a movie
from the year 2000 that is more
fun, more inventive, more vibrant,
more downright joyous than Joel
and Ethan Coen’s “O Brother,
Where Art Thou?” (rated PG-
13), a merry musical journey that
perfectly capped off a movie year
in which comedies were clearly
the best things going.
The Coen Brothers have been
making great films for almost two
decades now, churning out criti-
cally accepted classics (“Fargo,”
“Blood Simple”) and quirky
comedies with big cult followings
(“Raising Arizona,” “The Big
Lebowski”). “O Brother” has the
potential to be both; it is nomi-
nated for Best Picture (Comedy
or Musical) at this month’s
Golden Globes and has enough
offbeat humor for millions of
movie geeks.
The fi lm is set in the
Depression era and takes its title
from Preston Sturges’ classic
comedy, “Sullivan’s Travels,” in
which a filmmaker wants to pro-
duce the ultimate film about the
human condition; he plans to call
this film “O Brother, Where Art
Thou?” He eventually abandons
this idea in favor of making a
comedy. The Coens have
responded by making “O
Brother” their finest comedy yet.
George Clooney stars as
Everett McGill, a rather loqua-
cious convict who decides to
ditch his chain gang with friends
Pete (Coen staple John Turturro)
and Delmar (the out-of-nowhere
Tim Blake Nelson) in favor of
hunting down a supposed fortune
he buried out in the plains of the
deep South.
What becomes clear early on
in the film is that Clooney is giv-
ing his finest performance here, a
wonderful comic creation that
owes a lot to Clark Gable.
Everett, with his faux-smart Okie
accent and his dirty little mus-
tache, is a ridiculous-looking
character with a lot of ridiculous
things to say. Clooney shows a
gift for comic timing that I’m sure
no one knew about, and he is
indeed the film’s center.
If Clooney is the film’s center,
then its heart can be attributed
to the film’s music. Everett’s jour-
ney brings him into contact with
a bluesman named Tommy
Johnson who is clearly based
upon Robert Johnson, the leg-
endary guitarist who supposedly
sold his soul to the devil for his
musical skills. Chris Thomas King,
a blues artist in his own right,
plays Johnson and gets to sing a
song for us.
Everett, Pete, Delmar and
Tommy also find themselves
recording a song at a radio sta-
tion for a bit of money; little do
they know that their one-time
collaboration as the Soggy
Bottom Boys would become the
biggest hit of the summer. The
song, “I Am a Man of Constant
Sorrow,” is indeed catchy, and the
recording scene is one of the
film’s highlights.
Just as Robert Johnson is clear-
ly represented here, other char-
acters based upon actual people
show up as well. Charles Durning
plays Pappy “Pass the Biscuits”
O’Daniel, the governor of
Mississippi who somehow finds
himself in need of Everett and
company to help him win his re-
election. There’s also “The
Practice” regular Michael
Badalucco as George “Babyface”
Nelson, the notorious gangster.
This film’s patchwork quality is
also enhanced by the Coens’
claim that “O Brother” is, in fact,
based upon Homer’s “Odyssey.”
Sure enough, there’s a cyclops
(John Goodman as a deranged
Bible salesman), a group of three
sirens, a wife for Everett whose
name is Penny (not unlike
“Odyssey’s” Penelope) and
numerous other references.
While the story is simple, the
film achieves a very magical quality.
Roger Deakins, who has shot the
Coens’ last few films, reaches near
perfection in his photography, giv-
ing everything a sort of pastel sto-
rybook look. The film also bene-
fits from being shot in widescreen,
a first-time thing for the Coens.
The music, a pastiche of bluegrass,
blues and folk, has been perfectly
chosen. The film opens with a
scratchy recording of “Rock
Candy Mountain,” a song with
absurd lyrics that set the offbeat
tone of the film up front.
The film also makes a major
find in Tim Blake Nelson, a natural
comedian with a bullfrog voice and
a face that instantly brings to mind
a slower, dumber version of
Stephen Baldwin (if that’s possi-
ble). Nelson’s work here is worth
a Best Supporting Actor nomina-
tion, but that’s not very likely to
happen.
Most of what makes “O
Brother” so good can’t really be
described without giving too
many of the film’s best laughs
away. What I can tell you is that
in a year full of great comedies
like “Chicken Run,” “Meet the
Parents” and “High Fidelity,” “O
Brother, Where Art Thou?”
stood head and shoulders above
them all.
“O Brother, Where Art Thou?”
Touchstone Pictures
HHHH
What do they think this is, a Marx Brothers movie?
photo courtesy of www.movies.yahoo.com
by sean stangland
Staff writer
345-4743
3 W Lincoln Ave
FREE DELIVERY! **
1 Large Pizza
with 1 Topping
$7.49
2 Medium
Pizzas
w/1 Topping and
Crazy Bread &
Sauce
$11.99
1 Extra Large Pizza
With 1 Topping
Plus Crazy Bread
$9.99
Saturday
Prime Rib....11.95
Chicken Parmesean....7.95
Cajun NY Strip....10.95
Drink Specials
Imported Beer....2.00
Fuzzy Navel....1.50235-1455
516 Piatt Mattoon, IL
Friday
Cajun Ribeye....11.95
New Orleans Pasta....11.95
Frog Legs....11.95
Drink Specials
Domestic Beer....1.50
Margaritas....2.50235-1455
516 Piatt Mattoon, IL
Eagle’s Aerie 3100
375 N. 14thSt * 345-1612
Friday 6-8PM $5.00 FISH or $9.00 STEAK Dinner
New Band & Drink Specials Every Week!
9 - Midnight
New Guests & members Welcome
*must be 21 to stay past 9PM*
610 W. Lincoln Ave., Suite B
Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 348-6700
M, W-F  9-5
Tues      9-7
Sat        9-12
Eclipse
Full Service Salon
Career Services will be presenting:
H o w  t o  S e l l  Y o u r s e l f  i n  a n  I n t e r v i e w t  l l  r l f  i   I t r i
Wednesday, January 17, 2001
Effingham Room-Union
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
LEARN THE STRATEGIES ON
HOW TO MARKET AN IMPORTANT
PRODUCT...YOU!!
Career Services
SSB Rm. 13  581-2412
www.jobsrv.eiu
Inserters
wanted call The Daily Eastern News @ 581-2812.
These folks just got
done advertising with
the DAILY EASTERN
NEWS...
just look how elated they
are.  Wouldn’t you like to
feel that way?
655 West Lincoln Suite 12
348-8123
Swing into Spring with a New Tan at
Mo
re
Bed
s!
MoreOptions!
175 Speed Super Bed with 32 Bulbs
and 3 face tanners
Walk-ins are welcome!
A New Look
Wanted - Intramural Basketball
and Indoor Soccer officials.
Complete applications at SRC
before January 17. For more infor-
mation call 581-7000.
_______________________1/16 
The Eastern Illinois University
Health Service’s Health Education
Resource Center is currently
accepting applications for the
Health Education Coordinator -
Graduate Assistantship.
Responsibilities include: managing
the Health Education Resource
Center Clearinghouse including
recruitment, selection and training
of student workers; previewing and
reviewing health-related educa-
tional materials, overseeing coor-
dination of university-wide aware-
ness campaigns, advisement of
health campaign steering commit-
tee, assist in the development of
health service newsletters, provide
presentations and trainings, and
other duties as assigned.
The 12 month contract calls for
19.5 hours per week beginning
June 1, 2001. Selected applicant
must be admitted to the EIU grad-
uate school and take classes dur-
ing the summer term.
The following items are required
for application: EIU Graduate
Assistantship Application,
Statement of Personal Goals, copy
of official transcripts, resume/vita,
minimum of two letters of refer-
ence or recommendation. These
items should be submitted by
March 1, 2001 to: Eric S.
Davidson, MA, CADP; EIU Health
Education Resource Center -
Health Services, 600 Lincoln
Avenue, Charleston, Illinois
61920.
For additional information contact
Mr. Davidson by e-mail
(csesd@eiu.edu) or by phone
(217-581-3912).
_______________________1/12
EXPANDING OUR STAFF -
LOOKING FOR HIGH ENERGY
PEOPLE WITH A SUPERIOR
ATTITUDE. APPLY AFTER 2 PM
IN PERSON AT JOEY’S 405A
LINCOLN AVE. FOR IN-SHOP
POSITIONS AND DELIVERY.
_______________________1/12
Delivery Driver need. Apply  at
China 88.
_______________________1/12
Cocktail waitress/bartender need-
ed. Must be 21. At The Place in
Ashmore. 8 miles East of
Charleston. Call for interview.
349-8613
_______________________1/12
Night owls who like independence
and responsibility may wish to take
this opportunity to earn money.
Now hiring Mid-8am shift to work
with adults with developmental
disabilities in a group home set-
ting. Paid training provided. Apply
in person at Tull House, 1911 18th
St.,  Charleston; 345-3552.
_______________________1/17
Eastern’s Health Service/Health
Education Resource Center is cur-
rently accepting applications for
the Student Worker - Newsletter
Author/Publicist position.
Responsibilities include: Write
newsletter articles pertaining to
college health issues, health ser-
vice services and programs, devel-
op ads promoting health service
programs and services, develop
layout of newsletter using Adobe
Pagemaker/ Quark Express. For
more information contact Eric
Davidson at 581-3912 or
csesd@eiu.edu
_______________________1/19
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
female models for painting class
for Spring 2001 semester and
weekend drawing sessions. To
apply, come to the Art Office, Fine
Arts 216.
_______________________1/23
Charleston Dairy Queen looking
for students who are available for
lunch hours M-F Apply at 20 State
St.
_______________________1/25
Money problems?  We can help.
No up front fees. Call toll-free- 1-
866-605-3501.
________________________2/9
Brian’s Place Help Wanted. Part
time doorman and waitress. Apply
in person 
21st and Broadway, Mattoon. 234-
4151.
________________________01
Weekend Warriors Needed!!!
Earn some Extra Cash!  Local
Mattoon production facility is in
need of 2nd shift employees on
Saturday and Sunday, January
13th and 14th. Apply today!  820
Broadway, Mattoon. 235-
2 2 9 9 / 3 4 5 - 2 2 1 1
www.spherion.com  “We’re chang-
ing the way America hires!”
_______________________1/12
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS. HIRING FOR 2ND
SEMESTER- PROOF READ-
ERS/COPY SETTERS. MUST
POSSESS COMMAND OF ENG-
LISH LANGUAGE, EXPERIENCE
WITH QUARK AND/OR PAGE-
MAKER A PLUS. APPLY AT
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION-
689 CASTLE DR.,
CHARLESTON. FOR DIREC-
TIONS CALL 345-9194.
_______________________1/31
NOW HIRING PART-TIME AND
FULL T IME POSITIONS, SEEK-
ING CANDIDATES FOR ORDER
ENTRY. STRONG KEYBOARD-
ING SKILLS A PLUS. MUST
POSSESS EXCELLENT COM-
MUNICATION SKILLS AND
EXPERIENCE WITH PHONE
SALES HELPFUL. APPLY AT
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION
689 CASTLE DR.,
CHARLESTON. FOR DIREC-
TIONS CALL 345-9194.
_______________________1/31
2 Bedroom Apartment Available
Now. Water/Trash furnished. $380
per month. Call 217-897-6266.
_______________________1/19
Room and Home 2 blocks from
EIU. Your own kitchen. All utilities,
washer/dryer- $275. Call 345-
5456.
_______________________1/12
11/2 BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD
MAIN ON 6TH STREET. 1 bed
room apartments, low utilities for 1
or 2 people. Includes laundry facil-
ity and garbage services. Available
August 15, 20001. Call 348-8249
________________________2/2
Apartment and Houses available
for Fall 2001. Various sizes. Visit 
www.eaganestates.com  e-mail
eagan510@aol.com or phone 217-
897-6266.
_______________________1/19
AVAILABLE NOW!  ONE BED-
ROOM, APPLIANCES. WATER
AND TRASH INCLUDED. $325
PER MONTH. 348-1234.
_______________________1/12
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 1
BEDROOM APARTMENT,
CHARLESTON SQUARE.
$300/MO INCLUDES WATER,
GAS, TRASH. DAVE  345-2171   9
AM - 11 AM.
_______________________1/12
4 Bedroom house. washer/dryer.
Close to EIU. Girls please. Call
345-9670
_______________________1/12
Available now 2 bedroom 1 bath
home. W/D, trash included. NO
PETS!  $450/month. Call 345-
5037.
_______________________1/12
Available Fall 2001. 3 bedroom 1
bath home. NO PETS!  NO PAR-
TIES!  $720/month trash included.
Call 345-5037.
_______________________1/12
4 bedroom house. Close to cam-
pus. Call 348-0712 after 5 pm.
_______________________1/16
5 bedroom house at 916 7th Street.
Washer/Dryer, central A/C. $275
per person. Available August 2001.
Call 345-6222 or 581-6367.
_______________________1/16
1 Bedroom Apt. 204 W. Grant.
Clean, quiet building, heat, water,
trash included. A/C, private parking
$490/month. Available August
2001. 345-6222 or 581-6367
_______________________1/16
FALL 2001: NEW 3 BEDROOM 2
BATH UNITS, 3 BEDROOM 1
BATH HOUSE, 4 BEDROOM 2
BATH HOUSE—2 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS. 10 TO 12 MONTH
LEASES AVAILABLE. CALL 345-
5821 FOR MORE DETAILS.
_______________________1/16
Available immediately. 1 BR fur-
nished. Water & Trash included.
Washer/Dryer on premises.
$350/month. 345-5088
_______________________1/17
Available immediately. 1 BR
Hardwood floors, stove, refrigerator.
Water and trash included.
$325/month. 345-5088
_______________________1/17
Victorian 2 BR. Stove, Refrigerator,
Dishwasher. Available immediately.
$500/month.
_______________________1/17
Remodeled 3 bedroom apartment,
W/D, low utilities. One block North of
Dominoes $235 a piece 345-1521
or 235-2785
_______________________1/17
Fall 2001- New 3 BR Duplex-2
blocks from campus, 11/2 bath,
W/D, A/C, deck, yard. Also efficien-
cy apt. 1 block from campus. 348-
0394.
_______________________1/17
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY!  Nice,
clean, convenient house near cam-
pus for 1,2, or 3 subleasors. 3 BED-
ROOMS. 235-4672  Jamie.
_______________________1/18
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT. 1 or 2
people needed. Near campus.
345-2416.
_______________________1/19
ORCHARD PARK APARTMENTS.
3 bedroom. Verry large. 3 or 4 peo-
ple needed. 345-2416.
_______________________1/19
2 Bedroom Townhouse Apartment
furnished. Trash pickup included. 2
blocks from Campus. 348-0350.
_______________________1/19
Spacious 3 bedroom furnished apts
for Fall 2001. Trash & Water fur-
nished, 10 month lease, No pets.
Call 345-3664
_______________________1/21
Houses for rent 3 blocks from cam-
pus. 4 and 5 bedroom newly
remodeled.
Call 640-4605.
_______________________1/23
1, 2, 3, & 4 bedroom apartments
available summer and fall 2001,
spring 2002. Lease and security
required. No Pets. 348-8305.
_______________________1/23
3RD FLOOR APARTMENT AVAIL-
ABLE AUGUST 2001 2 BEDROOM
$225/MONTH 10 MONTH LEASE
1415 99TH ST. CLOSE TO CAM-
PUS CALL 345-8688
_______________________1/25
For Lease: 2, 3, 4, 5 bedroom
houses. Fall 2001. 346-3583
_______________________1/26
Small 3BR House for 3 residents.
Convenient to campus. 12 month
@ $600. No pets. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
_______________________1/31
UGLY, affordable 2BR House for 2.
Works good but your mother will
hate it. 12 months @ $400. 2
blocks to EIU. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
_______________________1/31
BEST DEAL FOR THE $$$.
Cheaper than dorms. 3BR apts for 3
@ $160 per person. Compact,
clean, convenient. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker
_______________________1/31
2BR apts for 2 from $190-275 each
incl CATV. 345-4489. C21 Wood,
Jim Wood, broker.
_______________________1/31
3BR House for 3 residents. 1 block
to stadium. QUIET residents only.
A/C, washer/ dryer, 12 month @
$700. No pets. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
_______________________1/31
Affordable Brittany Ridge. As low
as $188 each for 12 months or $225
each 10 months. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
_______________________1/31
SHARP 3 BR House for 3. Fresh
renovation, a/c, washer/dryer. 2
blocks to stadium. 12 months @
$630 starts June. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
_______________________1/31
ROOMY 4BR House for 4. 3 blocks
to EIU. Good house for quiet resi-
dents. 10 or 12 months @ $840 or
$800. 345-4489. C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, broker.
_______________________1/31
Available for Summer and Fall ‘01-
02 school year. Clean modern
Apartments & Homes,  W/ some
utilities included. 1,2,3,Bed. W/D in
some units also. NO PETS!!!!  217-
232-0656
_______________________3/16
$250.000 each for 4. First time stu-
dent rental. 1214 3rd, 345-7530
_________________________01
1 BR unfurnished unit. Just being
built. Will be completed June ‘01 for
1 or 2 people. 117 W. Polk, 348-
7746
_________________________01
Duplex available now through sum-
mer. 2 bedroom., 2 bath. Very nice.
Full basement, garage with electric
door opener. Ideal for female
upperclassmen. Phone: 348-7746
_________________________01
Summer and fall. 2 bedroom fur-
nished  and unfurnished apart-
ments available. 2001 S. 12th St.
Phone: 348-7746
_________________________01
Furnished 2 bedroom apartment.
Stove and refrigerator. New carpet-
ing. Available now for 1 or 2 peo-
ple. Phone 348-7746.
________________________01
BRAND NEW 1 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS WILL BE COM-
PLETED JUNE 1 AND AUGUST
1. CALL 348-7746
________________________01
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
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Help Wanted
UNITYY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR. Choir rehearsal
will be held on Jan. 12 at 6 pm in Room 013 Fine Arts
Building (basement).
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES. A worship
service will be held at 1:30 pm sharp in Buzzard Auditorium.
Come experience a difference in worship!
CampusClips
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or
fundraising activities and events will be printed. All clips should be
submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSI-
NESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event sched-
uled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or
Sunday events.)  Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be
published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible
or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may
be edited for available space.
On the Verge of the Weekend6b Friday.01.12.2001
Help Wanted Help Wanted
For rent
For rent For rent For rent
ACROSS
1 Something for
one to do
16 “The Guns of
Navarone” nov-
elist
17 Purchase of
1625
18 Popular one-
named singer
19 Not on the mar-
gin
20 Kitchen exten-
sion?
21 Coach
22 Request from
mom
24 Lonely place,
supposedly
28 Pitch
30 Kind of feed-
back
31 Mulls (over)
32 Cadge
35 Cherried
dessert
38 Penrod’s pal, in
“Penrod”
39 “Mad Max” extra
40 Kind of chair
41 Fretted
42 College in
George Fitch
stories
43 Tugboat’s fee,
e.g.
46 Keep out
47 River crossed
by Allied forces
in February
1945
48 Okay
51 Hack
55 1959 Dion and
the Belmonts hit
58 Private coach
59 Continued argu-
ing
DOWN
1 Restaurant
order, maybe,
with “the”
2 Oscar role for
Luise Rainer,
1937
3 Ruled
4 Govt. regulators
5 Mom-and-pop
org.
6 Relishes
7 They’re custom-
made
8 School house
9 It means every-
thing
10 Some people
chase them
11 Hosts
12 Claim
13 Peachy
14 “The Faerie
Queene” division
15 Broke off
21 It may keep
readers hanging
23 “Casablanca”
screenwriter
Julius
24 Notebook fea-
tures
25 Hippy entertain-
ment
26 Cracker topper
27 Jerk
28 Bit
29 Goggle (at)
31 Metallurgy fuel
32 Southeastern
Conf. team
33 They’re played
at a 25-Down
34 Screen
36 No-parking zone
37 Harsh cry
41 Pet
42 Molière metier
43 “The Sound of
Music” name
44 Kind of space
45 Spot check?
46 Special delivery
49 Major Hoople’s
holler
50 Spondulix
51 History Muse
52 ___ soit qui mal
y pense
53 It’s hot in here
54 Forward
56 Rebuffs
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Puzzle by Bob KlahnB R A N S H A G M O P U P
B O L O E U R O I W E R E
Q U A R T E R B A G S N E A K
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FEMALE ROOMMATE. Spring 01
with 2 students. Own bedroom fur-
nished apartment $220/month
rent. Unique Homes 345-5022.
_________________________01
Available immediately, nice 2 bed-
room apartments. Close to EIU,
furnished and unfurnished, No
Pets. 345-7286.
_________________________01
Fall 2001, 1, 2, 3 Bedroom
Apartments Excellent Condition,
Excellent Location, furnished and
unfurnished. No pets. 345-7286.
_________________________01
Fall 2001, 2, 3, 4, & 5 bedroom
houses for females. Excellent con-
dition, furnished and unfurnished.
No pets. 345-7286.
_________________________01
ONE SEMESTER LEASE: JANU-
ARY THROUGH MAY. Women
only. Large house fully furnished.
ONE BLOCK FROM UNION.
$250.00 per month. Utilities, A/C
and parking included. Pat Novak
630-789-3772 leave message or
email: TRISHNOVAK@AOL.COM.
_________________________01
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS
1611 9TH STREET. Now leasing
for Summer 2001 and Fall 2001-
Spring 2002. One block east of Old
Main. Completely furnished. Heat
and garbage included. Individual 3
month lease for summer and 9
month lease for fall. Call 345-7136.
_________________________01
Houses and Apartments For Rent
Fall 2001. Apartments 1 and 2
bedroom. Houses 3 to 6 Students.
Trash Furnished, No Pets, Plus
Deposit. Call 345-4602.
________________________01
Nice unfurnished houses for Fall
2001. $275 per person per month.
No pets. Year Lease. 345-3148.
_________________________01
Available Now!  Large 1 Bedroom
Nicely Furnished Apartment. Ideal
for a couple!  $325 per month. 743
6th Street. Call 581-7729 or 345-
6127 or cscjb@eiu.edu.
_________________________01
Available Now!  Spacious 1
Bedroom Apartment, Furnished.
Ideal for couple.
745 6th Street. $350 per month.
Call 581-7729 or 345-6127 or
cscjb@eiu.edu.
_________________________01
Fall 5/4/3/2 bedroom houses.
Modern 2 bedroom/2 bathroom
apartments. Excellent condition.
Close to campus. 348-5032.
_________________________01
10 month leases!!  Furnished
houses for 4-5 girls-1/2 block to
campus. 345-5048.
_________________________01
Furnished 2 bedroom townhouses
& 3 bedroom apartments. 1/2
block to campus. 345-5048.
_________________________01
10 month leases!!  1 & 2 bedroom
furnished apts. Trash paid. 345-
5048.
_________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3  BEDROOM APART-
MENTS. ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE
345-6533 (OLDE).
_________________________01
Apartments, houses available for
Fall. Nice and clean with variety to
choose from, 1 bedroom efficien-
cy, 2 bedroom apartments, or 3
bedroom houses. Call 345-5088.
Poteete Property Rentals.
________________________01
Rent as low as $222.50/person.
10 MONTH LEASE. 3 bedroom
furnished apts very few left. Call
Unique Properties @ 345-5022
________________________01
2, 3, & 4 bedroom units/house
fully furnished located near Buzz.
Bldg & Lincoln Ave. Call for Info &
apts  348-0157
________________________01
NOW LEASING 2 BR FUR-
NISHED APTS. QUIET PLACE
TO LIVE AND STUDY!  NO PETS.
MCARTHUR MANOR APART-
MENTS. 345-2231.
__________________________01
Campbell apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed-
room. Heat, water & trash furnished.
Downtown. 345-3754
__________________________01
New 2 & 3 bedroom apts. Furnished,
utilities, included, NO PETS. Renting
SPRING 2001 and FALL 2001. 2121
18th Street. Call 345-6885 or 345-
7007.
__________________________01
Select your apt now!  Leasing studio
apts with 1,2,3 bedrooms for Fall.
Great Prices. Lincolnwood Pinetree
345-6000
__________________________01
Lincolnwood - Pinetree students
have rented apartments for FALL
2001 and need roommates. Call
345-6000 for information.
__________________________01
Roommate needed ASAP. Own
room, $230 month & utilities, across
campus. Call 348-9354, leave mes-
sage.
________________________1/19
Female sublessor NEEDED! Own
room, cheap rent, washer & dryer,
close to campus. Please call Kristie
@ 345-0973
________________________1/12
Female sublessor needed ASAP.
$200 month + utilities. Call 345-
9421.
________________________1/12
2 bedroom townhouse apaertment
furnished. SUBLEASE AVAILABLE
NOW. 2 blocks from campus. 258-
5991
________________________1/19
Spring 2001-Male sublessor needed
for 3 bedroom duplex, next to Lantz.
Fully furnished. 348-0157 or call
348-0116.
________________________1/23
SUBLESSOR NEEDED! SUMMER
2001. Close to campus. 2 bedroom
furnished and clean. $280 month
o.b.o. 345-0974
________________________1/31
SPRING BREAK 2001!  Cancun and
Bahamas, Eat, Drink, Travel for free.
Wanted Campus Reps!  Call USA
SPRING BREAK, Toll free 1-877-
460-6077 for trip information and
rates. 25 continuous years of student
travel!!!  www.usaspringbreak.com
_________________________2/9
Spring Break- Panama City,
Daytona, South Beach Florida. Best
parties, hotels, & condos. Lowest
prices!  www.myspringbreak.net
800-575-2026
________________________2/28
Erin Lichter, Becky Leppert, Lauren
Zivic, Missy Ogle, Sara Kleeinn, and
Ingrid Kays of Alpha Phi
Congratulations on being Rho Chi’s
Love your Alpha Phi Sisters
________________________1/12
WANTED Fun People that like to
have fun, HOMECOMING APPLI-
CATIONS NOW AVAILABLE in
STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER.
________________________1/12
Congratulations Jen Ravens of
Alpha Phi on being lavaliered to
Adam Lunt of Sigma Phi Epsilon
Love your Alpha Phi Sisters
________________________1/12
Congratulations Jessica Catto of
Alpha Phi on being lavaliered to P.J.
Caposey of Lambda Chi Alpha Love
your Alpha Phi Sisters
________________________1/12
The ladies of Alpha Phi would like to
welcome everyone back and good
luck with the new semester
________________________1/12
SPRING ADDS/DROPS
The deadline for ADDING a
Spring class is FRIDAY, JANUARY
12 - TODAY; add classes by using
Touch-Tone or WEB registration
until evening hours end tonight.
The deadline for DROPPING a
class is MONDAY, JANUARY 22, 4
p.m., if you do not want the class
to appear on your record or if you
do not want to be charged for the
hours. Plan to register at least 15
minutes before the system goes
down.
—Molly J. Evans, Assistant
Director, Registration
AUDIT DEADLINE
The deadline for requesting audit
grading status id Wed., Jan. 17,
4:30 p.m. Pick up an audit card in
the Registration Office, have it
signed by the instructor of the
class, and return it to the
Registration Office by the dead-
line. A student must be officially
enrolled in a class before request-
ing audit grading status. The audit
form is also available on
Registration’s WEB page, which
can be accessed from EIU’s WEB
page at www.eiu.edu.
—Molly J. Evans, Assistant
Director, Registration
MAJORS, MINORS, OPTIONS
If you are a student who needs to
declare majors, minors, or
options, go to the Registration
Office, McAfee south basement,
as soon as possible. If you are
ADVISED in ACADEMIC ADVIS-
ING/LEARNING ASSISTANCE
CENTER and want to change
your majors, minors, or options,
GO TO ACADEMIC ADVISING,
Ninth Street Hall.
—Molly J. Evans, Assistant
Director, Registration
STUDENT INFORMATION 
CHANGES
When changes occur, errors are
detected, or information is missing
in the following basic student infor-
mation items, please report them
to the offices indicated.
Housing Office - local and/or
home address and telephone
numbers;
Enrollment Management, 116 Old
Main - resident status;
Registration, South Basement
McAfee - degree, major, minor,
option;
Records Office - social security
number, name, classification, mar-
ital status, or any other changes or
additions not covered above.
—Frank Hohengarten, Dean -
Enrollment Management
FINAL EXAM INFORMATION
Please be aware that the final
exam schedule for Spring 2001 is
published on page 3 of the Spring
Term 2001 Class Schedule. This
information should be used in
planning your schedule. Class
schedules are available on the
shelf outside the Registration
Office. The spring final exam
schedule is also available on
Registration’s homepage on the
Internet at www.eiu.edu/~regis-
tra/spfinals.html
—Frank Hohengarten, Dean -
Enrollment Management
STUDENT INSURANCE
REFUND
If you are enrolled 9 hours or more
Spring Semester 2001, or you are
a graduate assistant, the Student
Health Insurance fee will be
included in your tuition bill.
Students who can provide evi-
dence of having health insurance
equal to or better than the EIU
Student Health Insurance, may
request the “Petition for Insurance
Exemption” forms from the
Student Health Insurance Office
located in the Student Services
Building, East Wing. A copy of
your insurance company’s outline
of coverage or a copy of your
medical ID card must be attached
to the completed “Petition of
Insurance Exemption” form. JAN-
UARY 22, is the last date these
petitions will be accepted for
Spring Semester 2001.
—Joyce Harwood, Medical
Insurance Specialist
STUDENT INSURANCE 
RE-ENROLLMENT
Students who have filed for the
EIU Student Insurance Refund
and wish to re-enroll in the
Student Health Insurance pro-
gram for Spring 2001 may do so
by completing a re-enrollment
form and making payment of $65
by Monday, January 22, before
4:30 p.m. A minimum of 6 semes-
ter hours, or a graduate assistant-
ship is required to qualify for re-
enrollment. The insurance will
become effective when the appli-
cation and the required premium
are received by the University
within the deadline of January 22.
Contact the Student Health
Insurance Office, second floor,
East Wing, Student Services
Building, or call 581-5290
—Joyce Harwood, Medical
Insurance Specialist
PART-TIME STUDENT 
INSURANCE
Spring Semester 2001 students
who are registered for 6, 7, or 8
hours as resident students may
purchase Student Accident and
Sickness insurance for the semes-
ter by obtaining an application
from Student Health Insurance
located in the Student Services
Building East Wing, and making
payment prior to 3:30 pm, January
22, at the Cashier’s window in the
Business Office. The cost is $65.
PLEASE NOTE: Dependent cov-
erage is not available.
—Joyce Harwood, Medical
Insurance Specialist
STATE FARM FELLOWSHIPS
Applications are available for the
$3,000 State Farm Exceptional
Student Fellowships. Eligibility
requirements are as follows: (1.)
Full-time college junior or senior;
(2.)  Majoring in a business-relat-
ed field; (3.) Demonstrated leader-
ship in extracurricular activities;
(4.) Minimum GPA of 3.6 on a 4.0
scale; and (5.) U.S. citizen. Please
see Pat Hill in 307 Lumpkin Hall
for information/application.
Application deadline is February
15, 2001.
—Pat Hill,  Scholarship
Coordinator, Lumpkin College of
Business & Applied Science
LIVINGSTON C. LORD 
SCHOLARSHIP
The EIU Alumni Association is
currently requesting nominations
for the 2001 Livingston C. Lord
Scholarship. This is the
University’s most prestigious
award for academic excellence
and the only scholarship present-
ed annually at Spring
Commencement. To be consid-
ered for this award, students must
be of junior status, have a 3.6 GPA
and plan to pursue a career in ele-
mentary or secondary teaching.
Nomination forms and criteria may
be obtained from the department
chairs or the Alumni Services
Office. Nomination forms must be
returned to Alumni Services by 4
pm on Friday, January 26 2001.
For more information, contact
Sarah Drury, assistant director of
alumni services, at 581-6617.
—Sarah Drury, Assistant Director
of Alumni Services
ILLINOIS TEACHER 
CERTIFICATION EXAMS
All applicants for Illinois teaching
certificates (or administrative or
school service personnel certifi-
cates) must pass the Illinois
Certification Tests before being
issued a certificate. Each appli-
cant must pass the ICTS Basic
Skills Test and the appropriate
subject-matter knowledge test(s).
It is suggested that the Basic
Skills Test be taken early in one’s
college career and the subject-
matter test(s) be taken after the
completion of all or most of the
courses in one’s major. Since
these tests are given only four
times each year, interested indi-
viduals should be aware of the
dates and deadlines listed below.
Anyone having questions con-
cerning these exams, or needing
to pick up registration forms, study
guides or needing assistance may
contact the College of Education
and Professional Studies in Room
1420 Buzzard Hall.
REGISTRATION
SCORE REPORT
TEST DATE
DEADLINE
DATE
April 7, 2001
February 23, 2001
May 18, 2001
July 7, 2001
May 25, 2001 
August 17, 2001
—Dr. Douglas Bower, Associate
Dean College of Education and
Professional Studies
Classifiedadvertising
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
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Officialnotices
Official notices are paid for by the Office of
University Publications.
Questions concerning notices should be
directed to the originator.
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DOONESBURY GARY TRUDEAU
Write for the Daily Eastern News. Call Chris or Michelle @ 2812.
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Gray’s fourth album reaches top of charts
David Gray drops his punk roots and explores his musical side on his
fourth release, “White Ladder.”
photo courtesy of www.rollingstone.com
Out of nowhere, David Gray
has appeared on the American
music scene with his hit song
“Babylon” and has been storm-
ing the airwaves ever since.
Gray, a native of Manchester,
England, is a well-known artist
in Europe and has reached the
top of the Irish charts over past
few years. “White Ladder,” his
fourth album, in which
“Babylon” has found its home,
was his own attempt at self-
financing an album. With the
help of his drummer, Craig
McClune, the two have reached
monumental heights on the
charts.
“White Ladder” was actually
recorded in a London flat. On
his web site, Gray writes that
the album was recorded with
the windows open and trucks
roaring past. “White Ladder”
was released on his own label,
IHT, but has since then been
additionally picked up by ATO
Records, in which Dave
Matthews and RCA have been
working together to promote
the album.
Matthews has been an avid
supporter of Gray and even
offered him spots to open dur-
ing the recent summer tour.
Gray, whose father was ill at the
time, opted to stay in England
during the summer stadium tour
however, according to VH-
1.com.
“This Year’s Love,” a British
movie by Kathy Burke ,
employed five of the songs from
“White Ladder,” on the sound-
track, including track eight, also
bearing the title “This Year’s
Love.” The song is my favorite
on the album. It shows Gray’s
musical  ta lent and depth.
Throughout most of the album,
the listener experiences Gray’s
guitar talents; however, here the
listener also experiences Gray’s
talent for tickling the ivories. 
The album is quite different
from Gray’s early years growing
up in punk bands.The album is
best described as intimate and
thought-provoking, allowing the
listener to become involved. In a
recent interview with VH-1,
Gray said that the album had
character and a naturalness, and
that it didn’t need to be dressed
up.
The mellow feel of “White
Ladder” is in comparison with
the collaborative efforts Dave
Matthews and Tim Reynolds’
“Live at Luther College” release.
If you enjoyed Luther College,
then Gray is a sure win.
David Gray
“White Ladder”
RCA 
HHH
by jamie moore
Verge editor
Tan Lines
345-5666
Spr
ing
Bre
ak
Is Right Around The Corner
* New Bulbs
* Cleanest Salon in Town
$35.00
One Month
Unlimited
Regular Bed
$50.00
One Month
Unlimited
Power Bed
$2.50 RED BULL MIXERS
“Grab a bull by it’s horns!”
$2.50 RED BULL MIXERS
50¢ BUD LIGHT DRAFTS
$2.00 NEGRO MODELO
$2.00 CORONA
$2.00 DOS EQUIS
50¢ MILLER LIGHT DRAFTS
TEQUILA SHOT SPECIALS
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
kk kk
Happy 21st Birthday Laura!
Have a great day!
Love,
Scott & Jamie
Mattoon, IL
35 stores
Anchored by Elder-Beerman, Sears, & J.C. Penney
Simply Heaven
Craft Mall & Gift Shop
We do Birthday Parties!
Angels
Snowmen
Boyd’s Bears
Candles
Oak Furniture
Lots More!!
10-6 T-F Rt 16 in Ashmore 9-3 Sat
Take a break at 
Positively 4th St. Records
And we’ll give you a break!
11% off anything in the
store
all weekend
IF
You just mention this ad!
MARIANNE’S DELI
Homemade Soups, Daily Vegetarian Specials
N. Side
square on
615 Monroe
Great Sub Sandwiches, W raps, Brats, Homemade Dessert & much mor e
Friday, Satur day, Br eakfast 9am-11:30am 
For Or der Out Phone 348-7733
2 Eggs, Bacon, T oast & Cof fee only $3.00
SPECIALTY COFFEE, ICE COFFEE, CHITEA
New Hours
Mon-Sat 9-8pm
Ba
gel
men
’s Bagels
Bagelmen’s Bagels Bagelmen’s Bagels
Bagelmen’sBagelsBagelmen’sBagelsBagelmen’
sBa
gel
s
Famous German
Apple
Pancakes
advertise
in
the Daily Eastern
News
Need money for
clothes?
Sell your stuff in the Daily
Eastern News and make
money! 
Make
some 
extra
BUCKS!
Advertise in the DEN
Advertise...
Frosty thinks you should!!
